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New cafeteria opens
amid VC complaints
by Michelle Masterson
staff writer

A concept that has been discussed for
many years became· a rea_lity Monday
amid much controversy, when · a
university dining room serv~~ ~de~t~,
faculty and staff became operational
in the Villag~ Center Multi-Purpose Room.
The dining area will be open Monday through Wednesday' to all students, faculty and staff. Food is served
buffet style from 11 :30 a.m. to l :30
p.m. with two separate ways to order
food. A person can get "all you can
eat" for $3 or buy the food items
separately, accord~ng to Joyce Clampitt, university business manager. At
least three entrees, salad bar, soup and
sa11dwich facilities and beer and wine

Today's Future

Gay services
For the .past year Gay Services
of Central Florida has been
working to m eet the needs of
gays in the Orlando area. UCF
student
and
organiza tion
chairman describ'es the groups
objectives ,on p~ge 16.

Campus
Performer
Gene
Cotton,
singer of hits including "You 're
a Part of Me" and "Before My
Heart Finds · Out, '' will be appearing next weekend at UCF.
For more information see page

-

.
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_ TheFavorabiepoiritsnamedwere

Concert

14.

are available in this· dining area , she
said.
A memorandum from VC Di rector
Dr. Ken Lawson, which was r~viewed
by the committee, discussed the pros
and cons of three locations being considered for the diningroom.
Lawson considered the President's
Dining Room an excellent choice
because of its pleasant atmosphere, its
ability to be left_in fhe dining room set
up, and its availability during the lunch hour. This choice was disregarded
by the committee.
ACCORDING
TO
Committee
Member and· · Vice President for
Academic Affairs Dr. Leslie Ellis, "The President's Dining Room was committed as a special room for very special
occasions.
Capacity is extremely·
limited. It would
a case of peopl e
sitting a t ta bl es, w ith wa iters and
wa itresses ta king orders. T he uni ve r·s ity does not have the . capaci ty for
th at ."
Lawson said he didn ' t know why the
Presiden t's D ini ng Room was not used .
" They won' t tell me. The P residen t's
Dining Room is h a nds off, th a t's all I
know ," h e sa id.
.
. Lawson's seco nd choice , the Knig ht's
Room, received a n qu a ) number of
· p ros and cons, but wa~ also disregarded.
THE THIRD alternative, the MPR,
was listed as the least favorabl e
location by Lawson, with 12 disadvantages and only 4 advantages.

~

ot~=ll~~::it:~~:·ti~~:.less so than the
•Large seating capacity,
• Adjacent kitchen
• Isolated from other food service
areas.
The unfavorable points included:
•High noise factor,
• Daily set up and take down of
tables,
·
• Room is · too large for the number
of customers,
Some students activities will be
displaced or may have to be cancelled
and
• The VC will lose substantial rental
funds.

Fallowing first ran~ed Florida·
Southern College, UCF gained
second place ranking in the Sunshine State Conference after
narrowly defeating Rollins in a
72- 70 basketball victory last
Saturday. See page 17 for a full
account of the game.

.r..n~"....

More at home than a campus squirrel, student M.J. Falango's .unique
pet ferret seems comfortable on the shoulder of a girl and in the eye of
a camera.

Student failure-HOW
forg' ·1v'1·ng·s·hould e be?.
w
·

· deal. State~ide. there 1s a great deal of
dis~repancy in overall GPA's because
Should students get a second chance four universities have unlimited
after failing a course? This wa~ the forgiveness, one has lim.ited, ap.d threequestion asked when the forgiveness. including UCF-has none.
,
policy was debated at the Jan. 29 "We also have an articulation
Student Senate .meeting.
agre~ment with community colleges
Abolished at the end of the 1978 that says state· uniyersitie-5 have to
spring quarter by the Faculty Senate, honor forgiveness policies of all com- .
the forgiveness policy allowed students · munity colleges~ which are unlimited,"
to repeat a course previously failed, said Payas.
and use the more recent grade in
The problem is that students from
calculating grade point average . .
colleges with the forgiveness policy
The policy current~y employed have higher GPA's, Payas explained.
averages
every grade in computing the
"IT WOULP be okay if we didn't
"THE MPR was chosen basically
GPA.
have
to _honor others forgivene~s
because of its capa~ity,:· said Ellis.
policies
or if others didn't have
"We did .not ·know exactly how many
In an informal. ·vote, the Student
.
people could. be expected, and we .Senate unanimously supported reenac- policies," added Payas.
The Faculty Senate contends that the
wanted to be prepared."
tment of some sort of forgiveness
discrepancy does not put UCF students
A~cording to Lawson, this choi~e policy, unlimited or partial.
was not the best. Lawson believes
THE FACULTY Senate felt the at a disadvantage which failure markS
money will be lost, and the students policy enc;ouraged a poor attitude (in are kept on the student's permanent
will lose out.
students), according to Dr. Joby M. An- reco~ds, even if the student retakes the
course.
"We all agree it's . nice to have a thony, chairman of the Faculty Senate .
Anthony said, "If a student applies
dining room. I agree, and I think it's
'The people,, in the Faculty Senate
what the campus should' hav~. I don't believe that after a certain time -a to medical school, for example, he may
agree that this (MPR) is the best alter- · student should be committed to the think his GP A is one thing, but the
native," he said.
course. After all, he has plenty of time medlc'al school recalculates all grades
"We've had to tell students and off- to drop it. If so, then the student listed on the student's permanent
campus groups that there is just no should be committed to succeed," said record." Inevitably, the GPA is lower
and an undergraduate forgiveness
· room available.
We had three off- . Anthony.
policy
doesn't help, he explained.
campus square dancing groups that
"With the forgiveness policy, the
"The forgiveness policy creates
had rented the MPR, but when they stude~t can enter a course with the itgrade inflation," said Anthony. ·
found out about the carpeting that was doesn t-~atter-what-~-do-b~cause-1-can
PAYAS SAID Student Governmen~
put down for the dinin& room, they repeat-this-course attJt~de, he added.
was
in the process of formulating .
cancelled. We get $ 12'0 per night for
Student _ Body President Armando
these groups that we will not have in Paya:) is "very supportive" of the proposals for a ·limited forgiveness
the future."
senate's idea of reenactment of the policy which would allow the student
to repeat no more than two or three
ACCORDING TO Dr. Joyce Clam- P~~icy.
. .. .
·
WITHOUT IT (forgiveness ·policy) courses.
.Forgiveness, page 1'2
the students; get .~ebad encfOltKe ·
Cafetcri.1.1 agt• I J
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.Slipped
one-by

Over the.shoulder

by Diane 1:'aylor
staff writer

g
A coinmuni . of ad isers compromised of ph_ icians. hc:-alth car<" adminL ralor
a a a e legislature. has been appointed to aid in ~uidin he:- pro r . of l lCF"
Co eg of ealth Related Profession .
by Orlando phrsician Loui lurra~. the ne"' board ha. commit ('(I it effora r ·ider reco nition of both current and proposed arnclc:-mil· pro ram. m
liege O\'er a 5-year span.
addition. the group ·ill assist in a move to ha e the name of the ro I e
nged to College of Health. according to UCF Presiden Colhoum. A mn. en. Lt
boa rd and unive1sity offidals shows the change 'II «mid more- accl rat<'h
r
proposed undergraduate and graduate programs, indudin a ma. tc-r .-.
egree in public health.
Cu!l"rently, the coHege a\ al"ds the bachelor's de,J!;ree in communicatiw di. o rd<'f:.
mOOiral reoord adm~ti_on, medi~1 technology nursing radiological iences
an _ i-espiratory therapy. A master·s degree in communicati •e d isorder_ recenth·
was a pproved by the Bo~ud of Regents.
·

f-

Ir a '"de-ran from the pre\'iou qu. rt rd
fil·c·. C'ml: out a c1t1e:tionnaire ( r ealt him t

ARE YOU SURE
YOU KNOW
WHAT FAMILY PLANNING
IS ALL ABOUT?
~

If you t hink it means preventing
unwanted pregnancy .. . you're
partly right. But it means f!.!Q.@
than t hat. Like counsel ing young
people about how a baby before
they are ready can affect their
health or mess up their lives ...
helping couples who want to have
children but can 't ... counsel ing
men on male responsib ility and
. methods of birth control.

.

It's important to know all about
family plannirig . .. it means more
tha..!!J'9':1_~~-~ay~ !houati.t.: ---For information or help, con tact
the fam ily plann ing clin ic in your
commun ity, /Our local hea lth
department. or yourown ph ys ician .
U.S DEPARTME NT OF H EALTH
EDUCATION . AND WEL FARE
Publ ic Heal t h Service
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Congratulations
to the new sisters of
_Zeta Tau Alpha.
We've been very proud of your
pledge class.
Love,
Your New Sist rs

How About
. ???
Tes t 1ng
...

I

.--, ,IV\ •· y v 0 \I' -::
-
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-

,,., TomO'rY~uJ /. )1)11\ '\

How About
Counseling??
Developmental
Center
Dorm C, Room 116
Phone 275~811

.
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Women receive counseling in science careers
· ·experience, Whisler said.
Women
a long time." ·
researchers are likely to study
Whisler feels the first science careers
Women pursuing careers in science questions about women. For instance, for women seminar held -in Nov-ember
often have special problems that in the the problems that a displaced went well. "I was pleased with the
past have been ignored. The biggest homemaker is likely to face or h.o w the turnout. Iilput from students has also
been positive."
problem is under representation in the Social Security system affects women.
The seminar was set up by . Whisler
job market, according to Dr. Marilyn "Women aren't necessarily better at
Whisler.
associate , professor
of studying these questions," Whisler and a planning committee of Dr.
political science.
·said. "They _jus·t· are base~ on their _ Patricia Bishop, assistant professor of
Whisler is serving as project director own experiences.
. mechanical engineering; Dr. Ida Cook,
for the National Science Foundation
One concern with women and career· assistal)t professor of sociology; Dr.
grant for science careers for women.
is the choice of job, marriage, and Roseann White, associate professor of
The term science 1s a broad children. "The twenties are a common Boiolgy; projects assistants Sheil
definition used by the National Science · age for women to ma ry and. have Oelfke ·and Barbara Elkes.
A similar conference is planned for
Foundation for careers in physical and children,' Whisler said.
·"Those are
natural science, biology, medicine, also the same years that professi ·nals March 27 in Tampa_. WhislC'r said she
engineering as well a·s social-sciences.
are spending in careers and furtherfilg has been invited to present a panel for
"There is a higher percentage of education. It's hard for -a woman to the general session on Strategies for Infemales in psychology/sociology than carry on both pursuits successfully for creasing Female Participation in the
engineering and math," said Whisler.
Sciences.
"This is especially true if you compare
science with education and fine arts.
Ther~ are more female students also in
areas such as foreign languages and
library science than natural or
engineering science."
·learning center."
WHISLER DOES NOT attribute the ' by Susan 'M aurer .
The miniature city will be complete
lack of women going into the sciences freel•nce wrtter
Children who attend the Child Care with a post office, bank, grocery store,
to qne particluar factor.
"Studies
have shown that until high school, Center at UCF are in for a learning gas stations with gas pumps and repair
female students are just as capable in adventure, when a miniature city shops.
· Surrounding the dty is a new .:fimenmath as boys," Whisler said. "Subject sprouts around their outdoor play area
sion in tricycling, caHed Trike Trails.
to influence, females are pointed away in Fall 1980.
According to . Dolores · Burghard, The trails wind around the mini city in
from math. Girls can be influenced by
parents, counselors, and lack of role administrator of the facility, "The city the shape of a figure eight. The trails
will
the fJ_rst stage o!i nev:_outdoor are m_ini_at!:!!e roads for tricycles with
models."
Lack of role models can be a
problem for many girls becuase they
. lack familiarity in certain areas.
When they arriv_e at college, they have
capability but lack the background.
Whisler feels if they don't get special
help at college then the female student
may not fully discover what she can
do.
"Often women don't know what it is
like to work in a certain area," said
Whisler.
"One woman I "know
graduated with a degree in chel!lical
engineering and didn't know what to
expect."
· RESEARCH CONDUCTED by.
women often reflects their unique
MrrcH.~

by Barbara Cowell

associate editor

Dr. Marilyn Whisier

Outdoof.leaming center to
children in "gfoWn-up" community

be

·

Students eXpress view Of U.S. future
by Kathleen Foron'1a

.

staff writer

Of 50 UCF students who participated in a survey asking whether
theirs was an optimistic or pessimistic
view of the United States future, 52
percent were optimistic and 34 percent
were pessimistic. Fourteen percent of
the students were undecided.
Many ~f the stude~ts . cited the
possible ~:mt-break of war and
America's
dimishing
etonomy
as
their major concern. Said one English
major,'"We're going to have to be real
· tricky in the next 10 years tO avoid a
·war."
The same student noted, "Our
education is getting better, and
· educated people have the greater
ability to make wiser decisions."
Ten students who sa-id they ~~re
generally optimistic regarded the
nation's ·.economy with unfavorable
views. Said Michele Fitzgerald, "Our
money's not worth a flip, but it was
wise not to sell the gold in Fort Knox."
One psychology major noted that
many people will not be able to depend
ori regular salary increases.
.The majority of the students said
they felt war is . inevitable. thou~h

STOP.ADS

.LIKE

THIS ONE~

many did not favor the draft, the
'g eneral consensus was that if a draft
·was instituted, women should be drafted with men.
Three students observed that women
should not go into any physical combat. Said Cindy Florer, "Women are
going to screw-up if we have to fight."
One respiratory therapy major said,
"If the economy turns for the good, it'
wil1 be because of war."
The students also commented on the
up-coming presidential elections.
Twenty-eight percent of the students
favored Carter to win. Other candidates favored were Reagan, Bush
and Kennedy.
·
"It will be tight between Garter and
Bush," said one engineering student.
Another student noted, "People are
afraid of Kennedy because of his
brother John. He put us in Vietnam."
Others believed .that a forceful
leader was necessa.ry to America's
well-being. "The people feel a need for
a stronger leader," noted one school
psychology major. Twelve percent of
the students preferred to ·see someone
other than Carter.
· -·
·
Several students said .e lections would
mostly depend on Carter·~ tre~trl)ent of

By hiring a vet. That's right,
For further details, ple~s~
unemployment is still a
call The National Alliance
. problem among veterans. A of Businessmen in your city.
problem you can solve by
Or call (202) 254-7105.
providing on.-the-job training.
1111 AN*SeMceol

~ ~=~

·

foreign policy. Sa.i d one sophomore,
"Fu Man Chu could be running, but he
(Carter) won't be elected if the Mideast
outcome is bad ." '
Four students cited Carter's inconsistency as the major problems for the
United States in the Mid.d ie East: An
exchange
student
fr9m
Nigeria
remarked, '.'Carter's foreign policy is
the weakest in the history of the U.S."
Other students said America is involved in too many problems. One
graduate student 'said other countries
have lost their resp~ct for the United
States, and another student blamed the
"ball game" between America and
Russia as the cause of the world's
~rob I ems.

dotted center lines, solid yellow lines,
stop signs ·and functional . traffic
signals.
Burghard said, "The miniature· city
provides a functional center for learning and an atmosphere. for ' the
children to role· play. It creates an environment for them to understand life
and the world in which they live," she
continued.
Within the trails, are climbing and
sand areas for the children to play in .
Natural materials, including wood and
sand, will be used · to build the
playgrounds. Burghard said, "It gives
the children a s~nse of getting back to
nature."
The outdoor learning center will also
have a covered patio section for arts
and crafts and wood-working. A pet
center is also part of the plans. The
children will raise and care for
animals such as chickens, rabbits and
guinea pigs'at these centers.
The children will be _a~le to try
their hands in gardening too, in a
specially designed area for raising
vegetables.
Future plans for the outdoor center
include
an
ampitheater
for
dr.a matizations, picnic areas and outdoor classroom areas. A water play
area will be featured; involving fountains for floating toys, and an open
field for running sports will be included.
Burghard said; "The design for the
outdoor learning center· includes
plans for expansion for summer
programs and for older children in the
arts and-crafts area." ·
Due to limfrecf funding, the outdoor .
learning center will have to be built in
stages. It is hard to say when it will be
fully· comp.l~ted," she said.

UCF _blacks j~in festivities·
of Black Awareness .week

Bl.a cks ~t UCF will be joining blacks fro~ the community to · celebrate Black
Aware!less Week Feb. 10-16.
·
· Activities are planned for · several days beginning with the debut of the UCF
Gospel Choir, Sunday, Feb. 10, at 3:30 p.m. in the Village Center Auditorium
Room. Performing with the Gospel Choir will be the Jones High School Concert.
Choir, the Roger Mike Ensemble and the Rescue Shepherd Choir.
•
Feb. l·l, the Blac~ Student Union Win · host the YoWlg_Blacks. in Action Dancettes.
They will perform in the VCAR at 7:30 p.m.
· ·
· .
Th~ Bla:ck E~pl<?yees Association will sponsor a Valentine's Day Ball on Thursday m the Multi-Purpose Room: There is a $3' donation to attend.
·
.Saturday night from 9 p.m. to 2 a.l!l. the BSU will hold a Valentine Ball at the
H1-Q Hotel on International Drive. Admission is free. .
-·
·
Minor.ity Student Services plans to .have a band play on the Village Center Green
d t h
ff
A I f 't d
h
a~ 0 s ow 1 ms.
t e mi e ate as not been scheduled yet, but the day and time
will be posted later around campus.
. -Bo~mie Parker, president of the BSU, said, "I feel that there should not just b~ a

~~
· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• BlackAwarene~Week:blackawarene~shouldbeeve~~dav."

Bulletin Board
Forms available
for scholarship
Applications may now be obta ined
for the UCF Alumni Association 's
Millican Scholarship. Forms ma y be
picked up at the Alumni Relations Office (ADM 350), and must be returned ··
by March 31 , 1980.
The award, in the amount of $1000,
will be applied towards a student's
tuition and fees during his/her s~nior
year.
Candi.Pates must hav e attended UCF
for a minimwn of their junior year,
one complete academic yea r of three
quarters immediately prior to the
award. They also must have at least a
3 .0 overall grade point average and a
well-rounded record of involvement
and service to the university and community .
The scholarship is the largest pre~en
tl y offered by the Alumni Association, ,
and was named in honor of UCF's first
president, Dr. Cahrles N . Millican.
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For further information , conta ct
Mark W. Glickman , coordinator of
Alumni rela tions, at -275-2233.

Accounting Club
to feature speaker .
The Student Accounting Society and
Beta All?ha Psi will hold a joint
meeting today at noon in Enginee ring
360 which w\11 feature Richard Evans
presentl y Assistant Controller at White

La boratories in Orlando, as speaker.
Their next meeting on Fepruary
l 5, will feature Ronald Pa yne a nd
·Sa mu el G . Wright who a re presentl y
emplo yed with Pea t , M a rwick , Mitchell · and Co. at their Tampa office.
P ayne and Wright a re Ce rtifi ed Public
Accountants and , will speak in a
question and answe r format . Thev will ·
also be interviewing students for future
job opportunities.
Anyone interested may attend.
~'~~~~~~~

PARTICIPATE WITH THE SENATE

SENATE
MEETINGS
'

Will be held on Tuesdays
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.ni.In ENG. 360 .

StfNJ

ffd.,, O/Jwt.~:11 Pk_
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'
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Technical, leisure books .
sold at UCF book sale
The UCF Library will hold a book
sal e F eb . 13, in front of the
Engineering Building from 8:30 a .m.
to 4 p.m. Bo.th leisure reading and
technjcal books will be sold .

Career Day to prepare
students for business

Delta Sigma
Pi,
international
business fraternity will meet at UCF
Feb. 13 frrom 1 l a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
G eneral Classroom Building. Speakers
will be discussing facts and opinions
concerning their profession in order to
provide insight to the characteristics of
their field.
Guests will be from both local and
national businesses. One such guest"
will be Chris M. Kennedy, director of
federal government affairs for the
chrysler Corporation .
he will '1e
discussing the new Chrysler Corporation .

[ United way

Students are encouraged to express their views.
Everyone Is welcome to attend!

marke~place

helpw.. nted
Mar.ried Couple to manage 8 unit apt. complex
across from UCF. Handy with elec. &plumbing rep.
local references. 273-3377.

1978 Toyota Celica for sale - 5 speed, air. tinted
windows, sunroof, AM/FM, 29000 miles. Gets 29
mpg; asking $5995. Please call after 5:00 p.m.
Larry or Ray.

MDU-WOMEN!

Executive Retreat

JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreip. No experience required. · Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for infonution. SEAFAX, Dept. 0.13, Box 2049, Port
An1eles, Washinston 98362.

Gtor1eous 2 bedroom home 10 minutes from
downtown overlooking beautiful Lake Wau111tta.
The view from all rooms is breathtaking. Add this
to your must see list. This lake front will please
1our ewery taste.
Would you believe-only
$87,500.00. Alex Alexander Realty, 671-1133

Wanted-students to work as personal attendants·

Kitchen dlnnette table, 4 chairs, crome & formica,
grey. Exe. cond. $39. 671-5092.

for IWlle handicapped student beginning Spring

Quarter, 1980. Will TRAIN. Paid, part-time. Ph. _
275-2371, Special Stnices.
1978 Fireltlrd-excellent condition. PIS, PIB, air,
AM/FM. Adult owned. 305-VI Good mileage, new
Al IMemte4I students: hlah P1Jln1 P1rt-"me T/A radials. S4700. Call 647-8773.
jolts oe campus ••• you set the houn. Write
Collqlat1 Pnu, Box 556, Bellewlllt, Ml 48111 73 Ford Van- New pilnt, 1oot1 tires, auto, ale, PB,
.... No aliptlon.
8.S., 11795 or bestofftr. 299-5656 _
Tutor wanted for Stat 3023. SS/hr. 2-3 hrs. a
week. This is for two people. Call Eleanor 8628298.
I

personal
Room' for Rent, Nice Oviedo Home. 365-6203.
Prefer non-smoking Graduate Student.
BACKPACKING for Beginners! Spring break in
Western North Carolina March 17-23. Transpor·
tation by bus; all equipment provided. Umited
space. Outdoor Adventures, -93 SE 43 Street,
Gainesville, FL 32601. 904-375-8160. Call or
write for more information.
Wanted Roommates t9 share new furnished 4
bedroom house. 3 miles from UCF. $150.00 mon,
includes all bills. Phone Larry 282-1774
Roommate wantd: to share 3 bdrm, 2 bath house 4
mis from UCF. $160/mo. Ines. util.; laundry
facilities. $50 dep. Call 275-3848 or 275·2865.
Marti. Available end of Winter Quarter.
Roommate wanted: to share 3 bdrm house, 20
minutes from UCF. $125 & Yz utmties. 237·5631.

lost~found

carpool

for sale

Central . .ward lrea. MWF, 9:00 • 4:00. Call
632-5135 after 5:00.
Will shire drivln1 and/or expenses from TltuSYllle.
8-2 Mon. Wed. Fri. Call Patty 267-6555.

LOST: A silver ring with blue turquoise triangles
on the 20th of January in the vicinity of PE
Building. Was left in the Men's room at a sink.
S~mtimental value. Reward to finder. Contact Bob
at 282·0510 after 4 o'clock.

Split driving-Mills Ave. & Palmer St., M-F. 8 or 9.
leave at 5. Call 898-9539. Eves.

LOST: One dark navy blue vest, after 5 on Monday
1/28/80 somewhere between D-dorm & Far CB-ED
parking lot. 339-3155 after 6.

services
Need a typist? The Future keeps a list of current
tjplsts availlltlt to type your tenn pipers, theses,
reperts and resumes. Call 27$-2865 for more information.

Join's typin& unice. Cash or Barter, 8»5171.·
Professional typing. 10 years exp. Term papers.
reports., resumes. Paper provided. Call Linda 6716098.

Profes1lo111I, ~te typin1 for 111 reports,
papers, theses, • resu11111. Grammar, punc., You have only yourself to sell! CreatiYt resumes
1972 Camaro Air, PS, Air Shocks, CB. Run lf'llt. speU1n1 corrected. Call Jan at 423-8486 or Ann at . of distinction and quality. uDesi&ntd for You."
New Interior. Call Les 273-7956
298-4230. Fee ne1o~blt.
Call Usa at Peterson and Wolfe Public. Relations.
671-5995.
Used Rock & Soul record albums. $1.00 each. For T....& rledltl
la
~;~ Richlrd, Room 111, Adm. Bldg. or call X 2 or ~f902•'11 or smill Jobs. Judy: 275- Need a roommate? Call us THE ROOMMATE CONNECTION for professionally screened compatible
Typlna, experienced with term papers, thesis, roommate. Mon-Sat. 10.5. 647-5951.
Sale: Crazy Bob's Album Sale. Call me at .282· resumes,.ecllting: Piper supplied. IBM Selectric II
0510 for available LP's after 4.
CIT. Reasonable. Marti Lyons · UCF-2811. Home ABORTION SERVICES, Free prepancy test, low
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 365-6874.
cost birth control.
Privacy, confidentiality
guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N.
Mapolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours a
Professional typing. 15 yrs. exp. IBM Electric.
day: 422-0606; or toH free 1(800)432-8517'
Spelling, punc. & grammar corrected. Paper
Classified ~ds must be submitted in per~on no· provided. Call Ginny 273-8407, 8-2 &7:30-9:30
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control info'111ation,
later than Monday, 4 p.m. and paid for at time of
pregnancy tests and counseling. VO screening,
The
IMPORTANT
papers
deserve
the
most
placement. On-campus rates are per ine: SOt for
low cost, confidential services.
one issue; 45(· for two issues; 40G· -tor three PROFESSIONAL typing service. 12 years ex·
perience at UF, USF, and AS SECRETARY AND
issues; and 35c- for four or more issues.
Central Florida Women's
FREELANCE TYPIST. Interested in theses, disserHealth Organization
L------------------4.tations term papers, 1st class work assured with
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
IBM Correcting SeleC?tric. Paper supplied. Susie,
898-0921
647-4451, after 2.

35:

677

deadlines

The Future ·would ftke to thank
the brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha for delivering the Futures
for us every Friday morning.

Typing Services - Professional work at reasonable
rates. Term papers, theses, resumes, etc., grammar, spelling, punc. corrected. Free paper. Pick
up and delivery available. Patti D' Amours 6782599.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Cal for appointment-Counseling for men

BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.

I

.
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2 Shows
Nightly .

Special Catering for ·
. Sorority, Fraternity, ·
and Group Functions
Edgewater and Par
,..,.

-
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UCF encourages disadvantaged students .to enter college
by Carol Arnold
staff writer

In a~ effort to increase enrollment of minority s.tudC'nts in thr Collegr of
Engineering, the Career Outreach/Awareness Program has come to UCF .
The program, which is fundrd through CETA and th<' OHiee of Manpower
Planning, tries to give confidence and self-awart'ncss to high school stuclC'nts who
are from econof!li<:a ll y disadvantaged homes. 'l v. ·1·11ty-six black students from
Jones and Oviedo High Schools attend three hours of programrnrcl el asses oner a
week, according to Linda Stuart, the Career Outreach secretary ror this campus.
"We are trying to make these students aware of their own potential,'' sa id Stuart.
Bruce Cannon, the UCF graduate who coordinates th~ local program, said he
c~m see the development within this year's students in the short time they've been
attending class.
"We try to impress upon them there's more to life than finding a job that pays a
salary. All-too often their own .environments cause then to feel there are.little opportunities to go to college and into rewarding professional careers. That's one of
our main goals: to convince these studer:its there's more in life than what they see,
and that any career is attainab le, regardless of the misconceptions or stereotyping
placed upon it," said Canno~.
The program also is conducted at the University of Florida, Florida A&M
University , Edward Waters College and Florida Memoria l Col lege.
Dr. Richard Denning, cha irman of engineering technology, was instrumentai in
g tting-the program to this campus. "I feel we have provided an enviable start

are your skills rusty?
You can increase your VOCA8U~RY...
Speed up your READING \
Shar~en your GRAMMAR SKILLS
Review ARITHMETIC
These sentices and more are a~ailahle
just for the asking at the
· DEVEl~PMENTAl CENTER

SKILLS LAB

tor students who havr <'Xprrss<'cl drsire to go to col leg<' nnd into trehnical and
seient if ic ca rrE'r f irl els," Drnn ing said.
The students receive $3. IO an hour for the three hours they spend in da~ each
WC'C'k.
The ·program also tries to give the students first-hand experience.
.1-' or ei~ht
WC'cks during th<' summer, students are placed in local rngirwC'ring and seimtific
firms. "Last year 90 pc-rcrnt of th<' Carper Outreach students W<'nt on to study in
co l legr," said Stuart.

----Announcement---UCF athletic director , Dr. Jack O'Lfary, has requested no signs or posters of ~my
type be displayed at either the Florida Southern or Rollins basketball games on
Feb. 9 and Feb . 20 in the UCF Gymnaisum .
If any are brought or displayed in any manner, they will be removed.
O'Leary asks tht> cooperation of the various student groups to enforce this
r quest. He also asked for their help to curtail the obscene cheering and gesturing
frequrntly aimed at the opposing tram, fans and game officials, usually after a
questionable call during thr game.

Listen To The Music!
Thursday Night's ~ Just For
·
You
~'~
~

The Orange
Quarter Wekomes
UCF's
Todd Sundeen
Draft Beer SO¢ with ·
UCF l.D. ·

Put your books away, grab a friend, and come on
down to the Orange Quarter. Enjoy ~he tunes.by the
light of the moon in our outdoor garden cafe. No
cover. No minimum. Luncheon and dinner specials,
too!

ot•angp q mu•f t•r
and Shops

~

Downtown
Orange Avenue c. t Washir.gton Street

.

.

2 Restaurants • Open Every Day 8 AM 'til Midnight
8 Shops • Open Daily 10 AM •tit 9 PM • Sunday Noon 'til 5

Dorm C, Room 108
COME BY AND SICN UP TODAV...

HERBERT R. STEINMANN &BILLY BAXT~R PRESENT ALAUREL GROUP PRODUCTION in Association with CLAUDIO ARGENTO &ALFREDO CUOMO
Starring: DAVID EMGE KEN FOREE SCOTT H. REINIGER GAYLEN ROSS
Otrector of Photography: MICHAEL GORNICK Music By: THE GOBLINS with DARIO ARGENTO

ProducedBy:RICHARD P. RUBINSTEIN WrittenandD1rectedby· GEORGE A. ROMERO
by

READ THE ST. MARTIN'S.BOOK TECHNICOLOR " ~ DAWN ASSOCtATES MCMLXXVlll Released UNITED FILM DISTRIBUTION CO
There is np explicit sex in this picture.
SOUNDTRACK ALBUM ON
However, there are scenes of violence which may be considered shocking. VARESE SARABANDE RECORDS
..___ _ _ _N_oo_n_eu_n~er 17 will be admitted.

MIDNIGHT SHOW FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 8 & 9
$2.00 DISCOUNT TICKETS AT
STUDENT GOVERNMi::NT OFFICE.
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•

1980 M1chelob LI t ·
.·Sugar Bowl Champions•.
•

'

.

Univ. of Central Florida"Humps" 32
Univ. ofArkansas Sigma Nu
· 12
Congratulations from the brewers of Michelob Light.

'.'.~~:"~~ rnso
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Students deserve input on VC renovation

·co111meut

Fc1i ..

There also seems to _have been no conThe recent conversion of a portion of the
sideration
about how the students feel about ·
multipurpose room to -a dining room has
this
program.
·
enraged many students and UCF staff, and
In
fact,
few
students knew about the
rightly so. The administration has taken
away a portion of the university which · project until Monday, when the dining
regufarly houses student activities and has · room opened. Were they even given the
chance to comment on this project, or was
not asked the students how they felt about
the idea simply .railroaded through?
the project. And they have done. so against
At this time, when there ar still few
the advice of . many of the students who
facilities
available for students to use for
operate these programs for the students.
their activities, it seems ·illogical to take
The most objectionable aspect of this
away a portiori of those existing facilities for
problem is the wa y it was handled . Ken
larger and differ nt t ypC' of dining are.a.
a
Lawson, who controls the ~ c tivities in the
·In a memo to Vill age Center Director Ken
Village Center, was not told about the
Lawson
, Dean Carol Wilson said 35 events
proposal tmtil pl ans were almost compl ete.
presentl
y held in th e multipurpose room in
Student Body President Armando Payas and
one qu a rter alone would have to be canothers involved with student representation
celled if the dining room opened. Is that in
w ere not told until last week about the
the best interest of th e students?
dining room.
.
Another question mis d is what effect the
yet the. administration insists on doing exadditional dining faciliti es will have on the
tensive, expensive surveys on program s
prices
of food in the regular cafeteria. If
Student Government would like to see ofpersons
in one dining room are being served
fered to students before they will c,onsider
"all. you can eat for $3" and SAGA will be
their implementation. There has been some
forced
to pay $ 15 daily to use the multipurinequity in administrative consideration of
pose
room
facii ity, it would .seem more
these programs.

money would have .to come from
somewhere.
Does that meah students
already on the meal plan and people who eat
in the cafeteria will have to make up those
expenses?
As a whole, the .decision to convert half of
the multipurpose room to another dining
facility was in poor taste, because of the way
it was carried out.
It may be that the stuclents and faculty do
want the additional facility , but th ey were
not' given the opportunity to sa y so. And
that is wrong. It could also be the dining
room would be I ss of a stress on acti vities
once the student union is completed. But
overall reaction thus far has been very
negative.
_
If the administration is going to scrutinize
the Student Senate's programs so .severely,
they should give the same consideration to
plans they would l_ike to see implemented at
UCF. It is not good for the morale of the
student representatives or the student body
to know they have no control over what is
happening at their own university.
,,-~-......-.. The Editorial .Board

Letters to the Edi tor

Accounting group
raises sf)me funds
Cc)nc:crning the artic:le· b Marv Wilson in th<' Jan. 25,
_issue of the Futu~'e regarding the Clubs and
Organizations Committ<'C''s performancr, the {nforniation
that Bob Krulish quoted concerning the Student Accounting
Soddy "livinµ; off the fat of thr land" is inc.·or-r<'d .
This past year alone , the .members of the Student Accounting Soc:iC'tv havr raised over $1,000. This monrv is then
us<'d For seholarships ~hich are awarded rach qu~nter and
for subsidizing our banquet each year. All moniPs that are
rais<'d are used for activities in which our mrmbers parti('ipate.
W<' ar<' gratehtl for this opportunity to c:IC'ar up any
misundC'rstanding regar_cling the activities of the Student Accounting Society.
Peter Wertheim
I ll\ll

Homecoming chairman did good job

'L ·etter Polie)r
Lettt.rs to the editor must be delivered to the Future by 3··
p.m. on the Monday pri9r to publication to qe considered
for i)19 '5sue. Letters must bear the writer's signature and
phone number. Names will be withheld upon_request. The
Futtre reserves the right to edit letters.
Mailing address: P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 21816.
Editorial office phone: 275-2601. Business office phone:
275-2865.
.
..

-

This public document was promulgated at an annual cost of
$78,893 · or 6. 7 cents per copy to inform the university
community. Annual advertising revenue of $56,893 defray
72 percent of the annual cost. The Future is funded through
the Activity atid· Service Fee as allocated by the student
overnm~nt of the University of Central Florida.
0
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Editor:
I would like to tak<' this opportunity to publi<:ly
thank and r<'eogn_izc• Kim Albritton for th<' fantasti(' job sh<' did as c:haiqwrson of the 1980 UCF
Honwcom ing Comm itl'C'C'.
With<Jut a doubt. this VC'ar"s Homc•<.:-oming was
th<' mo\t C'njo~1 abl<', WC'll--partidpatC'd in and bt•storganizl'cl of anv otlwr.
This ycar·s H«mwcoming saw th<· involv.c'm<'nt
of OV('I" 2() organizations rC'prest'lltitig OVC'r 1000
studc·nts. As studc•nts, W<' rnjoyed -;ome .o f the
most talmtecl ancl scintillating mtrrtainnwnt
(i.t'., Mic:hac·I
Marlin, Transatlantiqtt<' and
TOCA).
.
And. as a first. l l('t:"_ r· :i;-ri<'cl· its Hcmwcoming

Editor-in-Chif'f

Deanna M. Gugel
RusinPss Man(lgpr

. University of Debra L. Schwab
Central Florida
Managing F.ditor
MaryWUson

parade to downtown Orlando, where over 40
units participated and paraded before area
citizens and such notables as George Stuart, Jr.
and UCF gracluate-IC'gislator, Dick Batchelor.
Sueh a parade, coupled with the growing football
program, has laid the foundation for bigger and
IH'lkr paraclcs <Incl Ian.!;<' i11,oh1·11u·11t \\·ith tlu· ·
Orl.ando community
In addition to overseeing all of these activities,
Kim also represented UCF before the Orlando
Citv Council, whc>re she fought and defeated a
pa~ack fee, thus saving UCF srv.eral hundrrd
dollars and prC'venting a cancdlation of the
parade.

Editorial.Staff Rar/)(lra Cnu-~'11 . a.~srwialr• r•dilor: J>a11/ Taylor. r•11t1•rtai11mr'lll
l'llilor: / .a11ra Hnf(mw1. s11nrls 1•ditnr: Rria11 l.aP<'fr•r. photo .,
rhi1f Ji111 .'\111r•s. C11m/ 1\mnld. fJim1r• Taylor /Jan· D1111lop.
l\af h/r•1•11 Fnr1111da . Fr('(/ f.r•r•. /'ally l.in::.y. D1111g l\1ar.k.~.
f\.1id1t'llr· .\1aslr' rsn11 . [)an' .\1itr·hr•ll. /oh11 Moody. Ki111 Rr•aclr•.

Business Staff
c;·,.,.,,.f .l \.k 'mwy. pmd11rfirJ11

111<111agr' r : Hidwrd DoldrT.
prm/111 :fim1 as .~i-~fa11I : Tim Bird . .fr111t•I Clark. Wil/ia111 H11lla11d .
,,,., , . .fr11w.~ . fi111 Ro:: in. Di1111h Tm11pki11s. lra11 Tralwl. Patty

w,.,.J..·s

H'omecoming, page 11

Thf' Futurf' is publishPd wePkly, fall win-"""'
t<"r and spring· and biwf'Pkly in thf' summpr
at thf' UnivPrsity of Cmtral Florida. It is
icrittr>n and edited b.y studPnts of thP Univf'rsity with o.f(icf's in thP Art Complex on Libra
Drier-'.
·Opinions P~"CPr<"SSPd in thP Futurf' are thosf'
of thP Pditor or thP writer of thf' artirlf', and
not nPCPssarily those
thf' Board of
Puhlirntions, Unitf'rsity Administration, or
Board of RegPnts.

o/
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Common calendar differs from semester plan

Editor:
During the past w~eks, it has become
obvious that there is a great deal of
misunderstanding
concerning
the
proposal for a "common calendar" for
the State University System and the
Division of Community Colleges. Most
often the proposal has been labeled as
an attempt to put the universities on
the semester system .
From the perspective of the Student
Body Presidents of SUS nothing could
be further from the truth. In this letter,
I will attempt to explain what action
has been taken, what has been
proposed and why.
In the summer of 1979, the Student
Body Presidents initiated a research
study on the calendars in use in the
United States and Florida. The reason
for their interest was two fold . First
was the realization tliat the current
existence of different calendars for

--

·----------

·

community colleges and universities _
has presented a myriad of problems for
students who transfer or enroll in both
systems. Among these are fractional
credits engendered by the three to two
credit ratio, the problem of deter- <.:'(,
mining the differenc·e bet\11.'een a
semester course and an identical quarter course, and the periods that are
available for transfer.
SECOND W A_S the mandate included in CS/HB 1689 that the Commission on Post-Secondary Education.
(established by that act) study the
coordination
of
post-secondary
education .
The findings of that research confirmed the desirability of common
calendar for
the post-secondary
education system. In the United State~,
over 50 percent of colleges and universities utilize some form of the semester
system with the remainder split bet-

WE ARE NOW BUYING

Coins - Stamps - Gold Silver - Jewelry - Paper
Money - .Class Rings
$ immediate cash $
ORLANDO COINS & STAMPS
9804 East Colonial Drive
Union Park, Florida
PHONE 275-7300

Visa/MasterCharge Accepted
Also Lay-A-Way

Toll Free 800-432-5249
Physician Managed
Established 1973
W1nl1•r

WE Have a good supply of Coin and
Stamp Supples.

P,irk

Variety of COLLECTOR PLATES

OPEN 9:00 am to 6:00 pm

MONDAY THRU SAT

ween different systems, including the
quarter system. More important for
Florida was the recognition that over
300,000 students in the community
college system enroll under the
semester system and that 120,000
students in the SUS are enrolled under
the quarter system.
With these factors in mind, the State
Council of Student Body Presidents
designed a calendar to address the
concerns of students. The calendar
that was developed is an attempt to
address not only the aforementioned
problems but also several inadequacies
that were perceived in the current
systems.
Foremost among these was the
severe situation at the beginning of .
every quarter. At the same time as .
students should be in class, they must ·
complete · their housing arrangements,
explore their potential courses, buy
their books, finish their add/drop
paperwork, and all of. the other ad- ministrative details that create such
chaos.
THE SCSBP therefore recommen- .
ded that the first week of everv term be
devoted to such activities. and that no
formal progress in a course begin unitl
the second week. Classes would be
held for the purpose of explaining
general
course
objectives
and
requirements and to allow an informal
and unpressurecl opportunity for
faculty/student interaction .
The length of the term was also ot -critical concern. With the current
term of 11 weeks, often the first week is
· the shambles previously discussed and
the last week is needed by faculty to ·
grade papers and exams. Thus, ther.e ~
arr onJy nine weeks available fqr for-c"
mal class instruction.
To any student who has attempted to
research in depth, this time limitation
has proven to be a distinct disadvan· tage. Additionally, the short term has

~

UCF J\/\ARKETING ASSCX:IATION

MARKETING

COLLEGIATE CHAPTER OF THE AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION

. AMERICAN

A$0CIATION

meant that community colJegestudents ·
are
unable to transfer into the
university system during the spring
term. These students must therefore
wait two months before entering in the
summer.
The other side of this concern was
the
acknowledgement
that
the
traditional semester is too long and
that the diminishing returns of additional study warranted a compromise.· Thf' SCSBP thus developed a
term of 15 weeks-the first week to be
for counseling and administrative
details, the following 13 weeks for
formal class work, and the last week
for exams.
THIS CALENDAR would allow the
additional in-depth study percf'ived as
desirable and the common entry
periods required for cooperation with
the community colleges. The division
of summer term into two sessions will
allow for the opportunity to register
for more varitey of classes than the
semester system. ·
1
Currently, the State · Board of
Education is considering a recommendat ion by the Articulating Coordinating Committee to provide for
three common entry points in the SUS
and comm·u nity colleges.
Concurrently,
the
Council
of
Academic Vice Presidents is considering various drafts of amendments
to Board of Regents rules to further
define the calendar. All plans are
projecting a fall 1981 date for implementation.
In the final analysis, the single factor
that the SCSBl~'s proposed calendar
shares with the semester system is the ·
type of credit awarded.
We hope that this explanation has
clarified the position of the SCSBP. If
we may be of any
assistance or
provide you with more information
please contact the Florida Student
Association.
Will Wallace

The UCF Marketing Association ·i n conjunction ·with Pa_rk
Avenue and the American Heart Association wish to invite
everyone to a dance, "In the H~art of the Night'.' on
February 10, from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. Dress is informal, you
must be 18 years or older, and tickets may be purcha~ed
fro $2.00 in the gym, kiosk, V.C. or the UCF Marketing
Dept. Drinks will only $1.00 ~II ~ight .. Va,rio'!s bu~iness
have contributed some ·outstanding gifts wh1c~ ~tll _be
given away as ~oor prizes. Among the valuable gifts which
will be given away at the dance are:
•La Cantina--Steak for tw9 with wine
,
•Orlando Aviation--Sightsee for 31h hours or 1 flight lesson
•Wally's Ma.rine--A pair·of skis
•Park Avenue--2 life-time memb~rships
·· Angelina's--2 giant sub lunches
•Red Lobster--$20 certificate
.•Steak 'N Ale--$10 certificate

I

•Burdine' s--4 lunch tickets (2 .sets)
• Nautalis--3 Month Membership
•Rosie O'Grady's--2 me~ber·ships
•J & B Beauty Salon--4 haircuts (2 men;
2-women)
•Melting Pot--Dinner for 2
•Gay's Automotive--Auto tool kit, ~park.
plugs, tune-up an~
lube
·

We would like to say thanks to our contributors for these wonderful
·
donation~. We hope to see you all at the dance.

.

-Level-III Loung~ .
North
·
.

.

401Hiway436 Casselberry
3 Blocks East of 17-92.on 436

·WE WELCOME ALL

STUDENTS
. AND
FACULTY
***********·
· Fe.a tu ring ·
8Pmto2am

***********

Top 40 Music
.. by .
Crazy Don the DJ

Live Jazz Nightly
with rapestry

(2) Lighted. ·

Dance FloOrs

******************
*************·*****

WEEKLY DRINK SPECIALS
•Monday-Ladies Nite Drinks 25¢
•Tuesday-Beat th.e

Cl~ck ·
• 10-11 45-90¢
• 11-12 ·. 50-$1.00 .

• 8-9 25-50 ¢
. • '!1-10 35-70¢
•12-2 .75-$1.25

Beer 60 ¢ All Nite Mich. $1.25 Hein.$1.50 .

•Wednesday-Free Admission with College l.D.
.

i)rinks 75 ¢

.

•Thursday-Frat. and Sor. Nite-Win Kegs of Beer for
most peopl~ accumuJated from F:rat. or Sor.
Drinks 75 ¢

•Fri. .and Sat.-Sweet Surprizes All Night

Cafeteria _ _ _ _____,,__ _
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pitt, UCF business manager, student case of the College of Health Related
events can occur during dining room Professions/Career Day-the dinin~
service hours.
"The dividers that room has been closed for the day. .
separate the rooms and the carpet will
"Events that have to be in the MPR,
help cut down on the noise so that two such as the student orientation, will
events can occur simultaneously."
displ~ce the ining room because there
Lawson agrees to a certain extent.
is no other facility," said Lawson.
"Things can occur simultaneously if "But our books are filled with room
they don't have a speaker or the I ike . . rentals like the square dancers who
I'm sure people don't want to have a will cancel and we will lose money."
rock group or a speaker in the room
ELLIS DISAGREES and said, "The
next to them.''
fact that the VC will lose money is just
Arrording to a memorandum from
a projec~i~n a~ o~.now. We don't ~now
Mrs. Carol Wilson, Dean of Women
for sure 1f 1t will.
. .
the number of events that would have
A lack of commun1cat1on between
had to be canc:C'llrd duri"ng the fall
t~e _commit~ee ~nd the ~C d~ring_ the
quarter if th<' dining room "':'as in clm~ngroom s site co~s1d~~at1on . 1~ a
operation , would have resulted in
ma.1or beef of La.wson_ s.
It was JU~t
$400 loss to the VC.
not done through the right channels. 1t
"THE PRIMARY concern is that was done very backhandedly. I mean
most of thC' 35 <'Vents listed (schedu1ed . they just left me out complete!~."
for th<' MPR) would have had to be
Ellis agrees that the committee was
c:anc:elled in th<' MPR had been used as at fault. "I believ-e he has a legitimate
a luncheon-dining room during the fall complaint thrre,'· he said,
"Com quarter because' no alternative spac:C' munication could have definitely have'
was availabl<'., Wilson's memo read. ·
bcrn . better , and we ar<' taking apIn this qu:l'rter , events that have been propriatC' st<'ps to makt.· surl' that lac:k
scheduled
have
beC'n
reloc:ated, of communication doesn't happC'n
simultaneously scheduled , or-as in the . again."

a

"I guess that C.lampitt and Dick Scott
(Director of Auxiliary Services) were
told to get that room ~et up as a dining
room and step on anybody's toes that
was necessary to get it done. At least
that's how it ca~e across to me,"
said Lawson.
"Armando ·payas (student body
president) has been involved in this.
H" :rnrl Tip-. P.1-;!.:!it (:;t~dc-:1t h.':.''' ' ,.;,."_

from page 1

president) had a session with Dr.
Colbourn really opposing what tqe
president was doing, but it was realty
.after everything had. been decided. it
was just too latr," said Lawson.
_
Colbourn, Assistanno _the PresiCtent
Dr. Alan Fickett and Student Body
President Armando Payas could not be
reached for comment Wednesday.

Ho.m· ecom
·
•1ng· -----------

· Finally, it should be pointC'd out t~at

OV<'r th<' past seven months of planninti;
·md
th<' final · hectic: davs of
Hoiiwc:omi~g. Miss Albr.itton · exempl'ifi<'d her traits as a fine leader
through
· h<'r
well-planned
organization, frugal <'fforts to . stay
within her allott<'d budget, hl'r ability
to dC'al with problems and thosl' who
<' hl'r flack , and mostk. hC'r dC's!r<'
·
·

from page 8

to givr UCF
fine and enjoyable
Homecoming.
As a member of the Homecoming
Committe, and one who was able to see.
Kim's work behind th<' scenes, I feel we
all owr thr 1980 Homecoming ChahpC'rscin Kim Albritton, a big thanks for
"on<' h<'lluva job."
·
Fred Kittinger

i
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Delta Delta Delta

i!

.~.once I was one

now I am many.
Once we were many
now we are one.

Congratulation New Sisters!
I

CasaManca Clo1hing

"Say It With Paraphernalia"

SEEDS & -STEMS
The Low .O verHEAD SHOP

Marlon Brando
"Godfather II"

C::ompanv

Robert Redford ·
'' 3 Days of the Condor''
Show Times 7:30·9:45
Mldnlte Shows Fri& Sat
7 Ft. Big Screen
275-3052

~
I

<Vinta.f;e 6Z" '11.n.w.ual t!.f.oth.in9

I

I

l

I

1217 N. ORANGE AVE.
ORLANDO, FL 32804..
I

I
"i
i

PHONE (30!5) 894-1936
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Celebrate Honie~oming
CHEAP! .
Cheap Pipes & Papers
Cheap Straws!
Expensive ones, too!
.Posters, Maps, & Tapestries
for your walls
Indoor .growing kits
·for vour closet

BELTS~. BUCK.LES

PURSE.S-T-SHIRTSBOOKS Bl: COMIX
--next to the University Inn-11631 E. Colonial Drive
275-0350

Five good reasons
why you should choose
CritE!rion Auto Insurance! ·
1. Critericm is a highly regarded, finan- .
· cially :1trong company '"'.'·hich ·special ; zes in automobile insurance
prot9ct ion.
2. Out ;tanding claim servic;e is provided by over ·2,500 professional
clai ~- representatives located
throughout the country.
3. Criterion offers a complete line of
coYerages to protect you, your family and your car.
4. A convenient payment plan is available to help your budget.
5. A 1 ~riterion policy will protect you
·no matter where you drive in the
United States and Canada.-:
Call today for a free, personal rate quotation. Of course," there is no obligation
of any kind.
·
::· ·
·-:" .:. CALL:&.~s-·t-:t8Jf :
.
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JIM RICHARDSON ·-, ..
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Senate determines goals for remaining sessions
by Diane Taylor
staff wrtter'

Reenactment of the Forgiveness Policy is one of the .goals the Student Senate set
for itself at its Jan. 29 meeting.
The policy, abolished by the Faculty Senate two years ago, allowed students to
repeat a failed course and use the more recent score in averaging his grade point
average.
The·senate chose their goals on the basis of results of the group's Jan. 18 gripe
session.
CONSTRUCTION OF a performing arts center was also on the list of objectives.
According to Sen. Randy Lewis, who resigned at this week's meeting, "The state
is not allo~ating any more money for building on state universities for the n_ext two
years."
"The state legislative procedures are moving towards quality over quantity,
which hurts an expanding university like UCF," added Payas..
The senated decided as a whole not to pursue the performing arts center idea
because it is out of reach, but Sen. Kim Kman volunteered to further investigate
·
the possibility of obtai~ing funding.
LAYERED PARKING garages were also debated, and decided against because
of the cost factor.
Attorney General Victor Collazo has been investigating cheating at UCF. According to Payas, he has completed list of what constitutes cheating. Collazo is
also looking into faculty proctors for tests.
Senator Eric Jungklaus volunteered to look into installation of clocks in all
classrooms.
·
Sen. Doug White is looking into the possibilities of establishing frisbee golf
facilities.

Sen. Emily French discussed the idea of extending the cashier's office hours w1tn
Dr. John P. Goree, vice president of Business Affairs.
Sen. Jose Alvarez has bee~ working on increasing the number of· dormitory
washing machines. He said they are on a waiting list with the Physical Plant, and
that the project is almost finished.
Other goals on the list included: expanding the book exchange; sprinkler use
scheduling; frequent concerts; easier registration; counteracting poor publicity;
obtaining equal funding for clubs and organizations; and relieving parking
congestion. .
·

Senate Notes:
· According to Ron Ja.kubisin, executive advisor to the president, the East-West ,
Expressway coupon project will be completed in the very near fu't ure.
"Everything has been approved, and all we need is a legal agreement between
UCF and the expressway to protect ourselves and "Minor technicalities," said
Jakubisin . .
The coupons will save students five cents per toll now, and l 0 cents when the
rates increase this spring.

a

NATIONAL SUB SHOP
DELICIOUS
SUBS

..

FOrgiveness

from page 1

Payas is advocating a study of the effects of the forgiveness policy on the
state level and at UCF.
Anthony said he w~s hP.sitant to
comment for the Faculty Senate but
stated, "My impression based on' con- .
verstions with colleagues is that we are
not prepared · to consider reinstating
the policy."
"The new policy hasn't been in effect
very _long," added Anthony.'

Anthony sa.id that Payas had
brought a proposal to the steering
committee last year, but decided to .
postpone the policy until Student
Government had a chance to review it.
The steering committee; ' compromised of three officers; one senator
from each college and the immediate
past president of the senate, reviews all
proposals before they come to the
Faculty Senate floor.

&

.2 .Convenient Locations:
6432 E. Hwy. 50
277-9895

10406 E. Hwy. 50
277-9774

SCUBA.
AQUA KNIGHTS
Meetings lsi and 3rd
Wedn.e sday of each
month in Student
Organizations Lo~nge.
l

Equipment and air
discounts and group dives.
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Deadline for applications to
the
BACCALAUREATE
NURSING PROGRAM
is ~

Sale

~
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MARCH 1, 19&6
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$25.00
King, Queen, Double, Single Sizes
20 Year Guarantee (39.95)
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Contact Nursing Program
office Bio Sci 103. Ext. 2744
for more information.
OH, LOO\( .'
l $ \T TOO MOC~
THE kl OS\(
TO ASK YOO TO
1-tAS BEE~
~PEAK fN'LlS..
REFo~&l~J\ft)f "~OIJNO ME.?

LOOK

AT THE

KIOSK!

Student Government is
now completing the finishing
touches of refurbishing the
KIOSK. The KIOSK'S purpose is to communicate to the
students news pertaining to
Student Government such as
issues, legislation, student involvement, and activities.
We also plan to post U.C.F.
sports and intramural sports.

When you're thinking about college
you've got to be thinking about money.
Lots of nioney these days. College is
also a good reason to think about the
Ar-my. Yes, the Army. The Army's
Educational . Assistance Program is
available not on·1y for 3 and 4 year
enlistments, but now in special career
fields you can do it in two. You can
accumulate well over $7,000forcollege
in that short time. Ask your Army
Recruiter for the details.

CALL OR VISIT:

OR

Suite 105, Southland!
Bldg, 2699 Lee Rd
I
Winter Park
i
I
645-1492
!

1011 E. Colonial Dr. :
Orlando
I
898-2769/89~-2760 ·

~

Stop by the KIOSK weekly
when you have some free
time. Become more acquainted .with U.C.F. and Student
Government ·- - the people
who enjoy serving you.

Rollins tickets will be
distributed Monday, Feb. 11
beginning at 8 8'11 at the
Kiosk. 1 per student l.D.

'

Fehruar~ ·
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The Pizza Hut Ninth Annual
East/West College
All·Star Classic!

•
Your votes can send
UCF's Bo Clark
to Las Vegas

Your votes can also
send you -~o Pizza Hut ~ ·
for some great food ...
FREE!

. ._ gcon ·

10 VOTES
.

.

· · BOCLARK
·university of Centr.al Florida

.

Take a Friend to Lunch
One FREE lunch special with the
purchase of another lunch special
of equal or greater value.

May we suggest that you vote for all ·
the players listed below:

EAST TEAM

200 VOTES

8 Murry Br.own FSU.
12 Bo Clark UCF
22 Greg Guye STETSON
29 Tony Jackson FSU
47 James Ray JU
Write in vote.
Player·: Gerald Jones UCF

. FREE Pizza
One FREE small single topping pizza.

'1,000 ·voTES
FREE .Pizza & Beer
Two .FREE pizzas, any size and a
pitcher of Pabst beer.
No substitutions on free food offers.
Vote as many times as possible·! You
must vote for at least 4 players qn
. each team but no more _than 8 players on each team.

.~~a
e

· Ut ·
®

~

·Basketball fans at the player schools shown
above are supporting our Florida players. They
would appreciate your vote for their _players .
See this East vs. West College All-Star Classic on
CBS Sports Spectacular, Saturday afternoon,
March 29th.
Ballots are availabie at all Orange, Seminole and
South Lake County Pizza Hut restaurants. Offer
good while baUot supplies last. Beer available on
dine-in only.

·~-----=:.=.=~--------~-------__,,,~r..-----~
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·Gene Cotton w1 open
major concert series
Gene Cotton will br taking the UCF
stage Feb. 15 to laun('h th<' nC'w
"major concert" recruiting C'ffort by
the Village Center.
American A er, his newlv formed
band, will not appear, duet<) finan('ial
diffic:ulli<>s with Ariola He('ords.
Cotton 's six-album career bl'gan
with his first album, which- h<'
produced and rccorclC'd hirnsdf in
I 972.
~otton cmNgcd into the
natronal light in J 974, with his first
chart single "Sunshine Hoses " from his
self-produced srconcl album.
In 197 5 ABC Rcc:orcf'i look l he ha it
an d released two a lbums "For All
Young Writrrs" and "Ra in On."
"Ra in01 " proclucrd his l'irst AmC'rican
top 10 hit, "You Cot Mr Hunn in ."
In thr morr rrcrnt vears, Cotton
clropp<'d A_BC and ju;,,prd to the
Ariola American labr~ to rC'k<tse jis
best .selling "Save the Dancer" album.
The album buckled "BC'fore M Heart
Finds Out" (top 20 nationallv.) and a
duet with Kim Carnes, "You';.<' a Part
of Mr" (top 40 nationallv).
·
"No Strings Attachell" was his last
rdC'ase which was pulled from the
rneks latr last year.
Showtime i~ 8 p.111. at the Villagr
Cmtrr Assembly Room (VCAR). If
sold out, the reserve show wil I be held
at 10 p.m .

All UCF .studf'nts \ill IH' admittC'd
_free and general public will be charg<'d
$4.
BC'f'r and refrC'shments wil I I)(' sold at
the eonc.·l·rt.

Doris Butsl'h, acljund instructor of
v_oic:e, will be fratured in the UCF
Faculty Artist Serirs Feb . I 0, at 3:30
p.m. in the Music Reh(•rsal Hall.
Frequrntl heard as a recitalist in
theatre, Mrs. Butsch h.:is been a
featun'd sol"oist in Handel's "Messiah"
as presentrd by "Orlando Presents"
since its incrption in 1973. '•<' ai · > is
a soloist at Orlando's F\t Mc'th oc 11st
.
Ch urc.· h .
I
T~e program will inc\cf,.

1iallyn,
Gaul,
Handel, Dcbu.ss\,
Donisrtti, and Orlando ('OlllposN. Jc's~e
Prdrick · Baker. Tbc' t<·xt of two of
Baker's compositions arC' from th<'
writings of Orlando Attorrwv B('l1
F ishbac:k. ·
Pianist . Gary Wolf, chairman of
musi(' at UCF, will assist Mrs. Butseh
in.the rce ital.
Tlekrts will be avail<.1ble at thr door
at $2 C'ach. All proeeecls will go to the
UCF Drpartmc>nt of lusie Scholarship
Fund.

.

Gene Cotton

UCF features soprano
"In the Heart of the Night"
Brian LaPeter/Future
Members of the Marketing Club, Tawny Painter and Jim Koepfer, pr:actire
for the "In the Heart of the Night" benefit danre Feb. I 0. The UCF Marketing
Club is sponsoring the benefit in an effort to raise domfons for the American
Heart ~iation and funds for the club. It will be l1eld Feb. IO from 7:00
p.m. un~ 2:00 a;m. at Park Avenue Disco. Drinks will be sold for $1 and the
Marketing Club will be giving door prizes during the evening. The tickets for
this ev.ent are $2_and everyone, including non-students, are welcome.. Tickets
may be purchased in the Education Building.

·cccccccccccccc~cccccccccaccccccaccccccccc~

Katerpillar Man and Termite:
Thanks for being so
incredibly awesome:
Love,

1.W. a11d F.B.

Valentines

1

Gary: You'll always be my valentine!! I
· Love You. Donna.

KI>'s:"l love you, give me a break! ED.
To My Bear;
You've brought so much happiness into
my life. Thanks for always ·being there,
no matter what. Whatever the future may
bring, I want you to be there to share it
with me. I love you!!
Your Own Bear, Janet.
"Daniel, my baby, you are the best thing
for me" - Thanks for a very good beginning. I am looking forward to · all the
lovin'. I needed that!
Your Cinnamon Girl, Marti

a different
set of ja"W"s.

FROM STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
OFFICE.

Happy Valentine's Day My Loving Bear.
May all the times be as ·good as these.
Gook Luck in Albequerque. Love, Tom'- .
Happy Valentines Day Marki
Thanks so much for sharing some time
with me even when you're really busy!
Ll>ts of LO~Sweetie, on this happy day!
Love and Kisses, Mtriam.
To H.11: llAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY.
Let's cclchrutc together. You bring the
roses anci I'll bring the wine . Lo\'c, BC.

Happy Valentiri~s Day Pizza Puh !\Ian. Joseph: After all this time, you finally
You can put cxtrq cheese on my pizza · got to me. I lo\"e You. Deb.
anytime. If I go to "·ar vou can sit home
To My Little Sisters in Angel Flight:
with Paul anrl all those 1~rcgnant girls!
Debbie Lupe Ann
And our newest addition: Jennifer
lluppv Valentine'&; ' nu\' to the Future
You're the Best Li tile Sisters ever!
Stnff,'thc /,eta's and the ·Lambrlu Chi's! To
Here's to•tlte good times at conclave!!
.John I<a~· and Susai:i-1 hope all your
Love, your Big Sis Janet,
\'alcntinc wishes come true. Lm·c, Dec
Ike.
Mac, you ha vc a very contagious sml le.
IL\PPY VALENTINES DAY: ROX! All
l\!lss "B"-You'rc so sweet and cute,
my love to my Sugar Bear from Snuggly
) <_Ht mean an awful lot to me;
Bear. Remember the rose! Hugs & Kisses
Only wish that there was more,
forcYer, Brad. Iluppy Annivcrsurv too! A
But-that's OK, 'cause 111 get mine!
Great Y car? 2/9/80. ·
·'
Happy Valentine's Day! -BS
To My Big Brotlter Ken:
.
BllRH.,
You helped me to become a little sister of Remember those old pair of. shoes'? I .
LXA. Thanks for being tbere whenever I think I found them-they've been on mv ·
had a question or needed any >help. You feet for the past year and four month~;
are a true friend. Hon. I know whv LXA an_d ohhhhh, rlo they fit wellt Love vou
Is fl
Love, your ~ittle _§ ister J&J!~i: Bnhc,
Ltrirla.

.
Movie examines marriage
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"Everybody seems to go through phases of
tr _ ing to Find anothc-r way of replacing
marriage," says Natalie Wood, "But I don't think
a mor<' successful way of living toget_hcr h<lS bl'l'n
· rl'alized vet."
Thr thrice Academy Award-nominated actress joins George Segal a.s the title twosome of
Univc'rsal's "The Last Married Couple In
America," an adult romatic comedv about thl'
'70s.
.
.

playing ~ootball with a group of friends every
Sunday and as the story prc>gresses; the couples
break up until finally we're playing by ourselves
and begin to feel sort of d1•fensive about the qct
that we're happ_ . E er_ bod~ serms to be unhapP. , and the_ talk about marriage as being an
outmoded institutic>n."
Natalie Wood appeared in another 10 vears
ago that took a frank look at marriage .in
humorous satire called "Bob, Carol, Ted and
Alice." '"The Last Married Couple' is like ·.ifob
and Carol' has stayed married l 0 more years,''
she says looking back. "It's more like W(' pick up
whc-re that film left off."
George SC'gal, Natalir Wood,. Richard Benjamin, ValC'rie Harper, and Dom Deluise star in
Univc'rsal's "The La.st Married Couple In
America."

"In the film I- play a rC'all y happil~· married
women with three children," says Natalie;· "and
the marriage has l'nd u red ever~ thing excC'pt the
rapidly changing social pressures that fall upon
it. We succumb to what you might call 'peerpressurr' and the marriagr splits apa~t."
In "The Last Ma rrircl Couple In America,"
both Wood and Segal watch one couple aftl'r
another r;o their .separate ways. " We start off

Mardi Gras arrives downtown

Kim Reade/Future

John Bishop and Candice Critchfield portray the
Mannighams of Angel Street in the current UCF
Theatre production ·of "Gaslight." Performances
will be tonight at 8:30 and feb. 9, 14, 15 and 16. ·

Downtown Orlando will be the scene of a
three-day gala celebration Feb. l S, 16 and · 17.
The 1980 Mardi Gras is sponsored by thC'
Women's Committee of the Florida Symphony
orchestra and the Orlando Downtown Development Board.
Mardi Gras will begin Feb. l S at 7:30 p.m.
with WDBO's radio marathon broadcast. At
8:30 p.m. · a Mardi Gras parade will start on
Orange Avenue and will end with a street dance.
Festivities will begin at 9 a.m. with Florida's
first statewide Frisbee c:ompetition, featuring

prizes to the winners and free Pepsi for al.I. Entry
blanks are available at the Orange Quarter.
An outdoor cocktai"I party will kick .off Feb.
l 6's celebration at l 00 West Washingtor1 at 6
p.m. There will be a $1 entry fee. The costume
ball and strePt dance will be followed by a
fireworks display at 11 :30 p.m. at Rosie
O'Cradv's.
The Florida Symphon~ OrchPstra will play in
EolR Park Feb. 17. Ticket and coupon books are
available at downtown merchant~.

Southern -Photo:·
Photo Supplies.
Cameras· ~ StrQb~s •, Frame,s • Matt~·,

THE DI.ET 1illJ

WORKSHOP~
Sponsored by HILLEL Org.
Open To All
Starts Mon. Feb. 4th, 7:30 pm
UCF VIiiage Center VC 200
Call 869-8600

·P ortrait's·

Weddings• Pas~ports &·1.t>/s
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

Open: Mon-Sat- 9_-6 3184 E. Colonial
·
Herndon Plaza
Suncjay .1 ·5... ..
896-1724
,, ~

f ri - till 9
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OFFERS YOU A

~,.l .VARIETY OF SERVICES

()/" CEN°t\'-

DISCOUNT TICKETS

---------~----·
Busch Gardens
Rosi~ O'Gradys

Eastern Federal
Womet~o (Park East & West)
General Cinema
· Interstate 6
Plaza Rocking Chair
Great Southern Music Hall
University Drive-In
Once Upon A Stage
Musicana
Theatre On Park
Grapefruit Production ·
Annie 'Russell Theatre
Edyth Bush Theatre

Discount
Reg.
6.00
8.25
Available at half price
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
2.50

2.00
2.00·
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.25
1.25

13.00
10. 75
7.50
3.00

10.00
9.00
5.50
2.00

.2.so

Discounts available at ~ox office
witll presentation of U.C.F.

SERVICES

-----~-

I

(£)

NOW
.Q-PEN

WINTER PARK'S NEWEST

CAR POOL LIST-Want to share the expense of riding to school?
Stop b\· and dwck out our carpool list.
.
ROSIE O'GRADYS-W(' han' a limit<'d amount of half off membership cards for Rosics. Stop I)\· ,;nd sa\ c!
·
YEARBOOK-Sales are going fast so order your 1980 yearbook today!
Onl . 280 yearbooks remain. Cost is onl_ $11.00.
·
BABYSITTING AND TYPING REFFERAL SERVICE-Available to
studen.ts who wish to earn extra cash part-time or need these services.
LAMINATING SERVICE-We la1{iinatt- photos, diplomas, and
docunwnts on v\'CH>cl palques at th<' lov.'est cost <l\'ililable.

SPORTS & HOBBY STORE
COME IN AND SEE US ...Featuring all types of models Including gas powered airplanes & boats. Remote con trol airplanes & rockets. Complete
sportinggoods equipment for baseball, football, basketball, soccer, swimming & oth~r team sports. Sport shoes &
jogging sui ts.

Aloma Shopping Center
Open Mon-Fri 10 am tll 8 pm, Sat 9·6
2063 Aloma Ave.
Next to Dunkin Donuts

Centralized Services is located in the Village Center, Room 217. Ph-275-2191.
Mon.-Fri. from 9a.m. to Sp.m.
Sp.m. to 9p.m.--V .C. front desk
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Organization offers social services to local gays
by Kathleen Foronda
atattwrtter

Like other types of social service
groups, the Gay Social Services of
Central Florida has been providing
members with a hot-line, referrals, rap
sessions and a speaker's bureau.
In existence for just over a year, the
group give~ an alternative to the "bar
scene," according to the chairman of
public relations who preferred to
remain anonymous. It also allows both
the gay and hertosexual communities
more understanding of gay life, the
The chairman, a UCF student,, said
six or eight months ago the GSS offered
to help organize a gay caucus on campus. "Ten ·signatures from students
and approvt1l by the administration
was needed,' ... he said. Recently appqiflt~d; the chairman said he wasn't
really involved with the caucus effort
but assumed it failed, "because gay
students are hesitant to register their
names."
Nationwide, the chairman estimated
about 15 to 20 percent of . the
poput!i.tion is gay. About seven to eight
percent
of
C,pnfral
Florida's

The
FUTURE
is looking for a
Managing Editor.

Are you:

population is gay.
WITH A membership of over a
hundred, the GSS has sought the aid of
the media to alert the gay community.
"Media response has been poor, exc~pt
for Channel 2," sa·id the chairman.
"They've given us a minute memo
spot."
In r~gards to the print media, the
chairman indicated the Sentinel Star
has been very uncooperative. "They
fed the 'gay' is too controversial a subject and have refused to print any of
our edilorials," remarked the chairman.
He said the Sentinel Star prohibited
use of the word "gay" in GSS advertisements, saying the word is inappropriate.
On behalf of Channel 9, Walter
Winsor has given us a lot of
"maybe's," noted the chairman.
MANY OF THE
members are
professional and come from all walks.
of life, said the chairman. He added
that some UCF faculty and adrninistrators are members of the GSS.
About 40 percent of the GSS members are women, remarked the chairman.· "Tliey are very responsive--two
are on the Boa rd of Di rectors."
The chairman indicated that many
of the women are in difficult situation's
because they are fighting for the right
to keep their children.
.
T~e GSS volunteer hot-line and rap

(@J
My major is math
My mino is ren
Iknow. ma9
Butyo~
alO.
· ~

•A Journalism major or
someone with ·
journalistic
training? ·

•Are you skilled in
writing and editing
techniques?

•Do you want to gain
practical experience
in an exciting job?

If so, submit an
.
application for the position
·to Deanna Gugel
as soon as pos~ible.

IO's
·deserve
flowers.
Especially for
Valentine's· Day. So
if you've got a 10 on
your mind, now is th~
time to send him or
her a very special
Valentine: The
FTD Valentine Bud
Vase. It'll work, because lO's know they
deserve the best.
The FTD Valentine Bud
Vase is usually available for
less than $10 .00. As an independent businessman,
each FTD Florist sets his
own prices. Service cl:)arges
and delivery may be
additional. Most FTD
Florists accept American
Express and other major
credit cards . ~ 1980 Florists'
Transworld Delivery. We
send flowers worldwide .

Call 275-2601
tor an appointment
and more information.

f.

Helping you
say it right.

sessions give insight to such probl('ms
as: being new to town; the realization
of being gay; and legal problems. He
added, ".Both services have qualified
counselors-but we don't play 'Dear
Abby'."
ON STAFF at the volunteer referral
services are two dentists, three
ph:v-sicians, and two attorneys.
There is also a gay calendar which
provides listings ·of social events and
classified ads.
Because the group is registered with
the Internal Revenue Service as a nonprofit organization, the GSS can not
endorse a political candidate or take
a·ny p0litical action. said the chairman.
.
However, some of the members have
formed a gay political caucus. "GSS is
not a politital tool, but the caucus does
inform the members on gay rights," he
explainf'rf. He added the common se.ntiment is that the rights of the gays
s'hould equal the rights of others.
THE CHAIRMAN expressed the
need for the community to be aware

that a very small percentage of tl11•GSS
members are the f£'minine-malC' and
butch-female stereotypes.
Heterosexauls also attend meC'tings.
There is one mother of a gay person.attending and a sister-in-law of a gay,
said the chairman.
· Associate (voting) members pay $25
dues annually and general members
pay a yearly fee of $15. The chairman
indicated the monthly meetings are informal. People go on a first name basis
and may also choose to remain
anonymous. "We still have to be in the
closet to a.n extent," he said, citing job
discrimination as a primary reason.
Business meetings are held in various
places, said the chairman. A counselor .
added that meetings were generally in
private residences. Rap sessions -are
usually held in the We Care Center.
Still searching for a permanent
building, the GSS decided at their last
meeting to place 90 percent of the
group's savings toward the purchase of
a building and the other I 0 percent for
operating expenses.

Colleges
biased against
open homosexuality
.

by Campus Digest News Service
Gay academics regard colleges a:na universities as congenial places for
homosexuals, but agree that administrators and faculty members are sometimes
biased against them.
Job applications from openly homosexual faculty members usually get no reply,
they say. Just a few months ago, a Midwestern graduate started looking for a
college teaching position and included in her dossier two articles she had
published dealing with the homosexual influence in ·literature. She received 110
replies, until at a .friend's suggestion , she removed the two articles from her
dossier. Almost immediately she received a request For an interview.
Some gay faculty members, fearing the intolerance of administrators and
faculty, prefer not to disclose their homosexuality. The more established faculty
members are, the less fearful they are of the consequences of being openly
homosexual. However, most homosexual faculty members finally decide to "come
out of the closet" because they cannot stand · the schizophrenia of being
homosexuals in one part of their life and heterosexual in another.
One of the most notorious cases in higher education of discrimination against a
homosexual is that of Ri'chard Aumiller. The University of Delaware fired
Aumiller, not for being homosexual, but For publicly talking about it.
Two local newspapers and the university's students newspaper had q·uoted
Aumiller in articles about homosexuality. Shortly aftN, in Dec. 1975, the university's president, E.A. Trabant, decided not to renew the contract of the untenured
lecturer. According to Trabant, Aumiller was dismissed for· his advocacy of
homosexuality arid.his failure to state in the newspaper articles that his views were
not representative of the university's.
Aumiller was awarded $27,000 in back pay and damages by a federal court.
The university later appealed the court's decision but lost its case.
Aumiller, now theater director at Duke University, says that adm'inistrators object not to a faculty members homosexuality, but rather to the public knowledge of
the homosexuality.
Gay faculty members say that research and teaching in fields related to
homosexuality are often held suspect by administrators and that activity in these
areas can become a threat to a member's employment or promotion.
Michael Lynch, a professor cif English at Erindale College of the University of
Toronto, was nearly denied tenure when he started a gay studies course.
Lynch began teaching a course in 1973 at St. Michael's College, a Catholic affiliate of the university. He says that, although the course was being .taught in
another section of the university, the president of St. Michael's asked him to stop
teaching the course. ·He also asked Lynch not to identify himself with the college
in off-campus gay activities.
.
Lynch and St. Michael's compromised on the matter and when Lynch's
tenureship became due, it was agreed that it would be granted only if he later transferred to another part of the university.
Lynch said he believed the negative attitude toward his teaching was due to the
college's affiliation with the Catholic church. He said the college would not have
hired him if. the officials had known of his homosexualitv.
Rev. John Kelly, the head of St. Michael's during Lyn~·h's term there, savs he was
concerned that the "institution not be used as a platform for ~spousi1,1g
homosexuality."
·
·
Though most gay academics agree that church-related institutions are least
tolerant of homosexuals, they say this bias is not limited to religious CC;l.mpuses .
John P. DeCi:>cco,' a psychology professor at San Francisco State University, says
he belitves· h<' has to wo.rk harder than his hertosexual partners to ·e stablish his
compC'tPnce as a researcher.
"The univrrsity is very careful; they watch us," he says. A very sensitive area
for gay faculty members is the actual classroom, where relationships with studetns
can become strained and difficult.
Judith McDaniel was the only openly homosexual faculty member at Skidmore
Cotlege, where she taught a .c ourse on lesbian writers. McDaniel realized after a
while, that the 15 studens enrolled for the course were not there For the lecture
alone. .
·
"It was like sitting on top.of a powder keg," she recalls.
Stuart Streng.er, a psychologist who claims he !Ost his job at Emory University in
atlanta when he openly professed his homosexuality, says, "There are vast members of gay faculty members who are terrified of being discovered.
:·can you imagine," says Strenger, "the terrible psychological burden of
knowing that many , if not most of the people with whom you deal, find a
significant part of your character revolting?"

•
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MenS team unbeaten
by Jim Ames
1taff writer

Coach Henry Brandon's tennis squad
kept its record unblemished at 5-0 as the
Knights notched another Sunshine State
Conference victory with a win over visiting

Flagler College. '!rematch rnarkoo the first time in five years that the Knights have

toppled Flagler.
The Knights won by a 5-4 margin
with the match going down to third .
doubles as the tandum of sophomore
Eddie Krass and the powerful freshman Dave Chase won a tiebreaker in
the second set for a match score of 6-3,
7-6.
Three Knights are sporting undefeated singles records: Tom Lucci
and the teams' two freshmen , Dave
Chafe and Gilbert Chappell.
Lucci kept on his winn,ing ways via a
6-1, 6-1 thrashing at first singles for ·
UCF, while the · two first-year sensations played strong tennis as usual.
Dave Chafe won with scores of 4-6, 63·, 6-2 at third singles, and Gilbert
Chappell took five, rolling with a 6-1,
6-3 victory .
Da~eStaubfe won a crucial match at
the sixth spot, 7-6, 6-3.
The Knights began doubles play
leading the match 4-2 overall; but the
Knights first and s~cond doubles teams

faultered, thus evening the match at
4-4 in their second set at third doubles.
The flagler duo at three made their
comeback after being down two game's
1
to ti e the set score at 6-6 . But it was r1
Dave Chafe Ace that ended a tiebreaker
and gave the Knights the match victory.
In UCF's ,match last Friday, th ere ·
was little Jacksonville University could
do to stop the charging Knights. UCF
crush ed the Dolphins 9-0.
Once again it was the Knights
singles strength that stymied any hopes
for Jacksonvil le as all six UCF netters
took onl y two sets each to seC'ure victorie~ in their respective spots.
Tom Lucci rolled with scores of 6-4,
7-6 at the .number one slot , and Kyle."
Langill had little trouble at second
singles winning 6-2, 6-4.
Freshman Dav0 Chafe was a ·winner
at third with scores of 6-3, 6-2. At
four, it was Eddie Krass crushing hsi
foe 6-l, 6-2.
The other half of the freshman
destructive duo, Gilbert Chappell, won
at fifth singles with a match score of 6l, 6-4.
Dave Stauble made the Knights
singles' sweep complete as he outplayed his Dolphin counterpart, winning 6-0, 7-5.
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.UCF's Eddie Krass .tops his opponent, 6-1, 6-2, in the Jacksonvil.le
match. The next match for the K~ights is Feb. 14 at horn~.
The doubles matches were somewhat
closer, but the Knights continued to
roll on as Stauble and Langill won a
tight match 6-2, 4-6, 6- l . Lucci and
Chappell eeked out a win at two with
-scores of 7-5. 7-6. Chafe and Krass

finished the 9-0 romp 6-4, 6-3 at thi.rd
. doubles. ·
The Knights will host the Sunshine
State Conference Tournament Feb. 1415. The tourney should boil down to
another UCF- Rollins showdown.

UCF beats Tars, · faces Florida Southern
by Fred Lee
•taff writer

There was almost as much happelling off the oourt as on Saturday
night in the Rollins gym.
First, UCF's starting center Dean
Rossin and sixth man Roland Ebron
didn't show up until there was 10:49
left .in the first half; still wearing their
street clothes.
Then there was the halftime brawl
between Rollins and UCF supporters,
apparently over a sign displayed by
~eral Rollins students. 'There was al~
the normal pressure cooker atmosphere always present when the two
crosstown rivals get together.
But when it was all over, UCF .left
with a hard-earned 72-70 Sunshine
Conference victory, and Paul Haas
walked out a hero.
HAAS, A 6-9 substitute center, ·was
inserted into the UCF starting lineup
when it was apparent that Rossin
wouldn't show up before the opening
tip-off. He responde~ by scoring lO
points and pulling do~n six rebounds.
Four of those six points came on clutch
free-throws in the dying moments of
the game, which allowed UCF to hang
on to a slim 3 point lead.
·
.
"I just went out to do my best," said
Haas.
"I think I played my best
ga~e. " He did. Before Saturday's
contest, he averaged one point, two
rebounds and just under six minutes
playing time per game.
Haas' defense and height also kept
the Tars from driving inside. Tim
Mahoney countered that by hitting 20
points for Rollins, mostly from long
range.
BUT IT WAS all for naught. The
Knights hit nine of . I 0 _fre~__!_hr_ows _in

tickets sold out, but general admission
the final stretch to pull away from
ticke!s will go on sale at 5 p.m. SaturRollins and ensure their 20th win
day
m the gym. The Mocassins are
against one loss. It also puts them in
ranked
first in the nation in the latest
second place in the Sunshin~ State
NCAA.
Division
II. poll. .U~F is second.
Conference with a 4-1 record.
1!1 t~e1r last meeting, Florida Southern
After tlte game, Rollins Coach Mark
prevailed 96-90 over UCF in
Freidinger said, "We lost it in the first
Lakeland.
half when we lost tempo and let them
Kyle Rich put in 17 points · for
get away from us. But we fought back,
Rollins to trail Mahoney's 2P. Stu
and I'm so Rroud of my club for that.
Colling scored 13, and Steve Crouch
We had our chances at the end and just
added IO. before fouling out. Gerald
missed."
Jones scored 12 of his 17 points in the
The Tars are now 3-2 in conference
second half for UCF and Pete Krull
play and 13-6 overall. Their other
finished with 12. Ruben Cotton conconference loss came against" Florida
trolled the boards for the Knights,
Southern last week 60-56. . _
grabbing eight rebounds.
BO CLARK was the other star for
St. Leo proved to be a much less difUCF. He did some fanc.y shooting of
ficult opponent Jan. 30. The Knights
his own, sinking 23 of his game-high
played sluggishly, but will enough to ·· 27 points in the first half. Clark also
got free on several fast-break lay ups.
He was sidelined with four fouls late in
the game.
Up to that time, the late arriving
Rossin and Ebron, who were late
because they had to pick up their
families, had been banished from the
Knight bench. They watched most of · by Patti Linzy
atatf~rthr
.
the game from a corner of the gym.
But with Clark out and Haas playing
In a complete turnabout from their
with four fouls, UCF Coach Torchy
meeting the previous week, Ffagler
Clark called the pair back. · They
College· toppled the Lady Knights 83- ·
stayed seated the rest of the evening
76 in· basketball action in the UCF
despite a last gasp surge by Roll ins late
gym.
.
in the game.
''\ Flagler shot 52 percent from the
Trailing by 12 at one time, the Tars
floor, one of the major differences over
pulled to within a point with just five
last week's 76-56 contest in which
minutes .to play . The standing room
UCF beat Flagler in their own tquronly crowd of 2,800 went wild. Even
nament. "Last week we shot a higher
Rollins President Thaddeus Seymour
field percentage than they ·did, and this
couldn't sit still. He got up and -led a
week they shot higher than we did.
cheer.
They just couldn't miss. Even a girl
UCF TAKES ON Southern at ii \HIW
who only makes layups for them shot
tomorrow night at 7:30.
Students · 50 percent from the floor," pointed out
head Coach Nancy Sirmons.
Sirmons ·felt Flagler "outplayed,
outscored and out rebounded us." She
also said they played one of the best
floor games with the highest shooting
percentage she'd ever seen th em pla y.
Although they trailed by 11 a half. time, the Lady Knights ca me out with
a full court press in the second half and
with fo ur minutes remaining had cut
the lead to four points.
In the final minute of pla y, it a ppeared UCF might still pull the game
out, but a turnove r and · subsequent '

smother the Monarchs-83-5 I. -·
UCF led only 33-28 at halftime.
Torch Clark was so displeased with his
starting five that he replaced them late
in the Eeri~d.
.
.
_
Bo Clark came to the rescue in the
second half. He· finished with 30 points.
15 coming in the second half:
"Bo
turned the game around in the second
half with his outside shooting," said
Torchy Clark.
St. Leo was led by Dave Murray, a
freshman from -Evans High School,
. who pumped. in 16 points. Gerald
Jones scored 14 for UCF.
The Knights tackle Rollins again
next Saturday, Feb. 20 in the UCF
gym. Tickets for the game will be han~
ded out Monday in the Student Government Kiosk, one per student I.D.

.Flagler surprises
.Lady Knights

United way

TOGETHER ...
TO Help PeoPl.e

foui gave .Flagler the momentum back
and ep.ded the Knights' hopes for a
comeback victory.
According to Sirmons, the game was
lost at the foul line in the final two
minutes o'f play. "But with the effectiyeness of our press and the
aggressiveness of our team, there's no
doubt in my mind that ~e could have·
turned. the game around. We just ran
out of time."
Dale Zimmerman led the .Knight offense with 18 points, but it was freshman guard Mary H0lapa, who came off the bench to score 1.4 points, that
turned the game around in the second
half. · -"Mary put us back on the
scoreboard. She just did an outstanding job of shooting from the outside,"
praised Sirmons.
Lorraine Rossmeyer and Debbie
Drabinski combined for over half of
Flagler's points, whil e UCF committed
25 fouls and surrendered the same
number 9f turnovers.
UCF's next hom e game will be Feb.
9 a t 2 p.m. against the University of
Miami. The Lady Knights will a lso
host the University of Tampa Feb. 12
at 7:30 p.m.
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Lady Knights 1iick up·two more victories
by Patti Linzy
staff writer

After dropping a tight 5-4 match to
defending champion Stetson, the UCF
women's tennis team rebounded to
solidly defeat Daytona Beach Community College, 5-2, and Seminole
CommunHy College, 8-1.
UCF Coach Rocky Thomas .was
"very pleased" with the effort of her
team against Stetson, ranked fifth in
the nation. "Karin Cooke beat a girl
she has lost to for the last two vears.
And Kim Zurawicki came back to win
· her match after being down three
match points. So I ~as really pretty
pleased with the performance.'; ."
Cooke later teamed with JoAnn
Moncrieff to take a 4-6, 6-4, 7-5
doubles match, while -Kathy Christianson also won 7-6, 6-3.
UCF will play host to Stets~n in a

/

rematch Feb. 12 at 2 p.m. in the new
outdoor complex.
The starting
positions for UCF will change prior to
that match, as number three Cooke
will switch with current number one
player Joan, Hobgood.
Since the Stetson match, the Lady
Knights have lost two players to injuries occurred during soccer matches.
Moncrieff suffered pulled tendons in
her shoulder and is expected to be out
at least six weeks, while number two
substitute Michelle Ford has an ankle
injury and is lost indefinitely.
The squad easily handled Seminole,
winning all but the number one singles
match . UCF also defeated Daytona
Beach, 5-2, as two doubles matches
were halted due to rain.
Winners in the two matches included
Jill Soderberg, Cooke, Christianson,
Zurawicki, Mary Woodard, Susan
Rushing, Sue Oliver, and Ford.

Grapplers steal
state championship
by Jim Ames
staff wlrter

UCF's Jill Soderberg returns. to her Jackso~ville opponent.
Tuesday the Lady Knights take on Stetson at home.

Next

1}.oe Corso's wrestling Knights captured the State Collegiate Wrestling
Championship for the second straight
year, as five Knights grappled to
championship titles .
- Rich Dombrowski was the tourney
champion at l 58 pounds, taking his
fourth state championship.
Sophomore Robert Wimberley was
voted the tournament's Most Outstanding Wrestler as he took first place in
Wimberley
the l l 8-pound · class.
joined. the Knights this year after transferrinl! from the University of Florida.
Other state champs . include senior
Troy Baker at I 58 pounds, John Biddle

Clark nominated for Pizza Hut classic
by Vince Cotroneo
treelancewrt~

with Clark's abilities and said "He had
all the tools and he just needs the sup". · port." Of the 62 players nominated
for each squad, eight automatically go
to the Classic because of the number of
ballots cast in their favor. The last two
are at-large selections.
. Sfoce this is a popularity contest,
what kind of support does Bo need?
According to Crawley, "It would take
at least 300,000 votes to have a
chance to reach the classic." Aside
from voting in the l 6 pa~ticipating
Pizza Huts in the Orlando area, Knight
Assistant Basketball Coach Ray
.

UCF's all-time high scorer James
"Bo" Clark has been nominated as one
of the top 62 college seniors to play in
the Pizza Hut Basketball Classic.
For the ninth consecutive year, Pizza
Hut restaurants are sponsoring the
classic involving college all-stars from
all over the country. The tourney will
be held in Las Vegas March 29.
Bill Crawley, director of the Pizza
Hut Classic, was in town recently watching Clark display his talents on the
court. Crawley was very impressed

We can't afford lo Waste it.

Et,IERGY.

15 % STUDENT.DISCOUNT
Privileges with Student I.D.
DISCOUNTS on complete Italian dishes for lunch and dinner including
~pecials Sunday through Saturday except Friday night. DISCOUNTS
on Take-out pizza everyday.

Formerly Pizza Express
. •;

Ridenour · received l 00,000 ballots
from Pizza Hut. UCF organizations
can take blocks of 5000. For every
1000 filled in the proper way marked
with four candidates from the East and
West with a write in vote for UCF
playmaker Gerald Jones Pizza Hut will
provide one large pizza and one free
pitcher of beer. Voting ends March 5.
The game for various charities will
be covered by CBS. Their names
would join a list of past stars including
Swen Nater, Mychal Thompson, _
Maurice Cheeks and most recently·,
Larry Bird.
·

-~

Open 11 am t<f 11 pm & Sund~y ~:00 to 10 pm
7325 Alon1a Ave (Goldenrod)
Orlando, Florida 32807

I

at 177 and Heavy~~ight Brian Parker
who won the title in his weight
division.
.
UCF finished with a total of 95 1/2
po-ints followed by Broward Community College with 69. Florida International University with 63 1/2 and
last in the four-tea~ was Brevard
Community College w~th Zl.
_
Finishing second place in the tOurney was freshman Joe Hopp at 125
pounds and senior Doug Peters at 134
pounds. Also gaining a runner-up
finish was Steve Policastro at 190
pounds.
Jon Meyers and Ricky .Wirin finished
in . third place in the _ 134 and l SO
division respectiviely.
During a team work-out following
the succesful trip to Brevard, Coach
Corso said the team, "has been 'doing a
really super job. We've had a ft . close
matches this year with some strong
schools. Now we're working hard in
preparation for our match this
weekend at Cit.adel as we tune up for
1
the upcoming regionals. '
' This ~eekend the · state champs
travel to South Carolina to compete in
a quad-meet with The Citadel, Appalachian State and South Carolina.

Sup~ort ·

The Arts·
That's ·
where

I

I
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MONEY
On a taxable yearly income of $20,000, a single person
can pay over $5,000 in federal taxes.
This f.i gure only includes 197 9 income and social
security taxes. It does not include any state or local
taxes. To effectively reduce your tax burden in future
years requires plannin~. Planning requires infor. mation. For the information you need, send $1.50 to:
·JNFOMAX, Inc. ·
P.O. Box 15157-8
Orlando, Florida .32858
(Include $.50 for postage and handling)
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE,
IF .NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED.
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Keith Goheen gets ·to point .on fencing
by Fred Lee t
staffwriter

Keith Goheen, President
ahnost four years.

of

Brian LaPeter/Future

the Fencing Club, has been fencing for

communic~tion.
!LC

,
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VISA - MASTER CHARGE

by

Helping you
say it right.
2319 N. Orange Ave.
Ph. 896-7341

5ie

Y~·' flloM ff~t

5 3 7 4 Silver Star Road

293-7510
Open All Hours

Thanks to all my friends and Patrons-Debbie Shea
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Entries are now being accepted for the intramural ultimate (frisbee disc football)
league and for the Annual Intramural Track and Field Meet.
The track meet is scheduled for Feb. 16 .starting at noon on the new UCF track.
Both individual and team entries will be accepted.
Last week, AFROTC team I repeated, as champion in the men's division of_the Intramural Bowling tournament.
All four bowlers on the team, led by .Kevin Berk's 550 series, finished in the
top seven in the individual standings. The i"ndividual high men's series, a 576, was
rolled by independent bowler Chris Adams.
In the coed division, a team of UCF staff members calling themselves the Skunks
scored an easy victory with a team score of 1613. Melody Carpenter rolled a 46 l
series to lead the Skunks and captur~ the individual womC'n's title.

Flowers

With his trustv sabre in hand, the
experienced swo~cls man brav ely faces
his opponent. I.n the bl ink of an eve, he
lunges for the heart. The oppon.ent is
caught off guard and feels the cold
steel of the biade pressing firmly
against his chest.
Immediately a light flashes at the
scorer's table signifying a hit.
Light?
Scorer's tabie? No, it\ not the latest
episode of Errol Flynn meets star
Wars: it's the sport of fencing.
Despite appearances, fencing is a
safe sport. There's no swinging from
chandeliers or other slick stunts here.
. Just ask Keith Goheen. Goheen has
\enced for almost four years af!d is
president of the UCF fencing club. He
recently obtained a Crating in foil-one
of three weapons used-from the
Amateur Fencers league of America,
tht• national governing body for the
sport. The rating signifieshimas an experienced fencer.
.
"THE WORST injury I've seen lately
was a bruised knee that happened to
one of the women members of the
club," he sa.id.
"There's so much
protection that it's almost impossible
to get hurt." Fencers wear a protective
mask made of wire mesh covering their
heads and faces, plus a heavy cloth
jacket to protect their bodies.
Goheen became involved in the sport.
almost by accident. The first time he
held a sword was in a high school
production of Camelot. "I found the
idea of using a sword attractive," he
said. "When I got to Brevard Com:
munity College they had fencing as
part of the curriculum. I signed up for
the Class with the idea of pursuing a
theatrical career and having that as
part of my repertoire."
.
He has since dropped his theatrical
plans and is a graduate student in

GOHEEN SAID the UCF F encing
Club is open to everyone, male or
female, and experience isn't n cessary.
Just drop by the Education Complex
any Tuesda y evening.
The C'tub
provides all the necessary equipment,
and th e re are prese~tly no clue .
Three weapons are used in the sport:
the foil , I he dueling sword or epee and
the sabre. A match is lost when you
have been touched or "hit" bv your
opponents sword five time. I~ ~pee,
touching any part of the body scores
and anything but the legs are open
targets in sabre. Thr fencers are confined to a l 4x2 metrr strip. If one of
them is forced off, he is considered hit .
Goheen said it's important to have
someone to fence against when practicing the sport. Although daily practice isn't necessary to obtain proficiency, regular p ra cti ce and drilling
against an opponent are needed when
moving into the competitiv'e level.
"You just can't go out cold and expect
to have any decent results," he said.
Fencing is an adult sport, according
to Goheen. Although youngsters are
taking over other individual sp·o rts like
gymnastics and tennis, this just isn't
the case in fencing, he said.
"The guys that are nationally and
internationally prominent are 25-35,"
he said . "In fact, the man who won the
state tournament in , Maine fencing
sabre was 71 years old ..'. .'~
The sport does attract/ mostly older
people, according to Goheen. The
UCF club right now consists of mostly
graduate students. "We'd like to see
more undergraduate people come out so we can keep the club giong," he
said.
He said he hopes to make the sport
intercollegiate by next fall. Several
other schools in the state have fencing
teams and th~se would be the op-

The Arts
SINGING
VALENTINES.

DUSTIN-HOFFMAN
MERYL STREEP

Kramer

:.•.~wKi:J'Ai~

Will be sold by TYES
sorority on Friday 2/8,
Monday 2/11~ Tuesday 2/12
Wednesday 2/13 in front
of the Snack Bar from
11 :00 a.m". - 2:00 p.m.

50¢ YouAreMy
Sunshine
50¢ Let me call You
Sweetheart

JOHN BRUSHI

1941

75¢ Red Neck
Special
This .y ear, send your love
a singing valentine

Association of
IDternational Students
What •Welcoming Paity
When •Feb. 8th, froni 8:30~ 1 am
Where •Campus Cafeteria
Everyone welcome-Free Food & Refreshments
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VILLAGE CENTER EVENTS
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Saturllay, Feb. 16, 1980
8:00p.m~~1~:00 p.m. VCAR ·
Free w/UCF Student ID G.P. $4.00
Beer
and Refreshments. will be available
Get your ticket.now at the VC Main Desk
or Monday~ Tuesday, Feb. 11.· & 12 at the Kiosk
from. 10:00 · 2:00 p.m.

Tickets _
available starting TODAY
Cinema Classique
Ken Russell Series

Feb.13
8:30 p.m. VCAR
UCF Students free w/ID

G.P. $1.00

'\bur senses will never be the same.

Feb. 8& 10
8:30 p.m. VCAR
·. -~'- ·

PETER LOCKE PRESENTS A FILM BY WES CRAVEN THE

HILLS HAVE EYES

· s1ARRING SUSAN LANIER , ROBERT HOUSTON. MARTIN SPEER
ALSO STARRING DEE WALLACE . RUSS GR IEVE . JOHN STEADMAN .

;
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WES CRAVEN

P•OOV~fO ~ Y PETER LO CKE

Mur,i<; av
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DON PEAKE

LAST HOUSE ON

FROM NEW LINE CINEMA

.
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As TOmmy

Eiton Jotm
As The Pinball WW11d

Erl~· Clapton .Jotm Entwistle Keith Moon PaUI Nicholas
Jack Nicholson Robert Powell Pete Townshend
Tina Turner And The Who
•

r=l
Riil aiirni:Tio .o'-~ -~~-~-::::..:..:..~.- --1
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Ann-Margret Oliver Reed Roger Daltrey
•

Associate Producer

E•ecul1ve P1oducers Beryl

BY MGM

Russell

Tommy

•

COLO R

A F11m By Ken

By The Who l!ModOnT"' RockOporally Pete Townshend

. -UCF Students free w/ID ·
·c P $1 .25

MICHAEL BERRYMAN & VIRGINIA VINCENT As ETHEL CARTER
JAMES WHITWORTH AS JUPITER :llAE• 1 0~CJJ ••>o()TCX,A•P~Y ERIC SAARINEN

.
~
- - - - -

Columbia Pictures And Robert Stigwood Pre.en•

Directed By Ken

Harry Benn Musical Directe< Pete Townshend Screenplay By Ken Russell

Vertue And Ctvistopher Stamp

Prcxluced By Robert

Stigwood And Ken Russell

Russell Original Soundtrack Album on Polydor Records

0~0 ,

and Tapes

Get yours now before the concert

. Business Career Day

The Village Center offers Activities Cards for
non-students to help you save on ente~tain
ment expenses. For $10 you may purchase a
card which. allows you to attend all VC spon·
sored events at student prices for a full year.
For more information call 275-2611.

Wed. Fe~. 13 11:00 · 3:00 p.m.

17ze. Village Center Activities Board is funded
through the Activity and Service Fees, as
allocated by the Student Government of UCF.

General Classroom Building

Plvgram .Highlight:
GCB 104 12:00 p.m.

· ''Chrysler Today?''

I

